In this paper, it regards solving the conflict between the complexity of the scene and the rendering speed as a starting point, using the vertex culling as a basic triangular mesh simplification method, simplifying the mesh based on the vertex classification strategy and the vertex importance strategy. At the same time taking into account the processing of the empty hole formatting after simplification. Implementation results show that: in this paper, the proposed simplified method can solve the conflict between scene complexity requirements and drawing speed efficiently and reduce the levels of description details without losing the sense of reality.
Introduction
Whether in virtual reality or 3D games or distributed simulation technology, it requires rendering interactive result of a variety of roles in real-time and unfolds in the form of a three-dimensional scene [1] [2] . The three-dimensional scene is generally constituted by a large number of triangle meshes [3] . However, the amount of data of models in the application scene is very large, it is almost impossible to process the data in real-time which displays in existing graphics hardware conditions. Therefore, we need a good triangle mesh simplification method to simplify the grid in the case of not affecting the visual effects [4] . [6] . To this point we proposed an improvement method. We use the vertices deletion method based on the vertex classification and vertex importance strategy, and adopt a certain standard to control the simplification degree in a certain range based on the distance of the viewpoint [7] [8], so to maintain good visual consistency between the simplified model and the original model.
Design of the Triangular Vertex Culling Algorithm

The Vertex Classification Method Based on Geometric Topology
The main purpose of vertex division is to ensure the model topology, geometry information and to show effect not be changed after vertex deletion. In accordance with the vertex topology we divide the vertices into three types which are boundary vertex, simple vertex (angle vertex and inner edge vertex) and complex vertices.
Determination Methods of Deletion Vertices
(1) Find triangle sequences related to vertex V to form linked list 1 (see in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 ). (5) If there is no element in linked list and the index vertex is t and we do not set the flag, we regard V as a simple vertex and count it into the deleting list otherwise determine if it can form a closed loop, if yes then the vertex is a complex vertex and can not count into the deleting list otherwise the vertex is an edge vertex and can be deleted.
(6) Compare the preserved normal vector if the angle formed by any two of them is greater than 30 degrees then the vertex is inner edge vertex otherwise is angle vertex and set a flag to the result.
Triangle Vertex Deletion Strategy
Due to the influence on visual effects by deleting vertex, we need to control the deleting operation in a certain range. Here we use the strategy of setting a distance to measure the extent of the vertices on the visual effect and different distances corresponding to different deleting standard.
The simplified methods for different types of vertex are also not the same; mainly consist of the following situations:
(1) Edge vertices See Fig. 3 , make a vertical line from V to its outer straight line, if the obtained distance value d is less than the predetermined value [9] for deletion then delete vertex V otherwise preserve vertex V. , c) , than the distance from the plane along the direction of the line of sight is d1=d*sin θ 1 (θ 1 is the angle between the sight line vector and the normal vector) [10] .
Among them the solution method of the angle is as follows:
Assume there are two non-zero vectors in the plane,
, the equation of the angle of these two vectors is:
If d1>threshold value, preserve the vertex otherwise delete it. 
Empty Hole Repairing After Vertices Deletion
(1) List the related triangles whose vertices have been deleted in turn, process the related vertices in arrangement so is to put the vertices surrounding the empty hole in order according to the original split sequence, then choose the vector formed by first and second vertex, the first vertex and the other vertices are respectively formed vectors, then solving for the angle formed by each vector with the vector formed by the first two points.
(2) Arrange the angles in sequence from small to big, thus the first vertex will also be the first vertex after arrangement and the original second vertex still in the second position, and then use the vertex of the vector tail of least formation angle as the second vertex, so we obtain a sequence of vertices after arrangement.
(3) Determine whether the order from first vertex to second and second to third is a reversed order [11] , if it is a reversed order, then the sequence of the vertices after operation is reversed sequence whereas do the sequence inversion operation.
(4) Do triangulation operations in reversed order sequence, initializing two variables which are first vertex and the second vertex and composing a triangle with the second vertex then assign the two initialized vertices to the first vertex and third vertex and compose a triangle with the next vertex. Do the same way to complete the triangulation operation.
The pseudo-code of processing the empty hole formed after deleting vertices is as follows: 
Results
(1) The contrast of simplification degree of vertices is in Fig. 7 (2) Frame rate changes before and after simplification is in Fig. 8 (3) Control the degree of simplification Statistical model to draw pixels and control in accordance with the viewpoint of the corresponding distance, set control value to 0.002. The specific comparison is in Table 1 . In this paper, the triangular mesh simplification algorithm divides the vertices into different types based on the topology of the vertices and adopts different deletion strategies for different types. The algorithm fully takes into account the uneven degree of vertices in the model and how far away from the view point and uses different processing methods to improve the authenticity of the simplification. Use the polygon triangulation partition method to fill in the empty hole formed by simplification.
The research results show that the triangular mesh simplification algorithm we proposed is able to get a good simplification effect.
